Abstract. Dynamical theories of the Earth's rotation like S M A R T97 (Bretagnon et al., 1998) are to be considered in a DGRS (dynamically nonrotating geocentric reference system) . Such a theory gives the explicit expressions in terms of TCG (Geocentric Coordinate Time) of three Euler angles relating a DGRS to the ITRS (International Terrestrial Reference System). These angular quantities together with their TCG derivatives enable one to get all Earth's rotation parameters. At the same time, the analysis of observations result in the values for slightly di erent angles and their TCG derivatives characterizing the relationship between the ITRS and a KGRS (kinematically nonrotating geocentric reference system). The di erences between these two sets of six quantities represent kinematical relativistic corrections (due to geodesic precession, geodesic nutation and luni-planetary terms). The paper presents these di erences computed by means of the VSOP87 series (Bretagnon and Francou, 1988) . In particular, in analysing observations at the microarcsecond level these expressions will permit an experimental check of geodesic precession in a more direct manner than it is done nowadays (Bertotti et al., 1987) .
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to supply numerical values for the quantities involved in the relativistic barycenric and geocentric reference systems (RSs) de ned in Brumberg et al.(1996) and Brumberg (1997a) . Using the VSOP87 series for the motion of the major planets (Bretagnon and Francou, 1988) this work was started in Brumberg et al.(1992) by computing the expressions for the geodesic rotation vector and its derivative and in Bretagnon et al.(1997) by computing the di erences of the Euler angles for the geocentric rotation matrix relating the dynamical and kinematical systems. Our aim is to compute the di erences of the Euler angles derivatives as well. In anticipating the space astrometry projects of microarcsecond accuracy it enables one to consider completely the e ect of the geodesic rotation on the Earth's rotation parameters.
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Barycentric and geocentric RSs
In dealing with RSs we use the same notation as in Brumberg et al.(1996) and Brumberg (1997a) , i.e. B { barycentric, G { geocentric, V { VLBI, C { ecliptical, Q { equatorial, D { dynamical, K { kinematical, + { rotating. At the barycentric level we h a ve three systems BRSV, BRSC and BRSQ with timescale t=TCB and spatial coordinates x = ( x i ), x C = ( x i C ) and x Q = ( x i Q ), respectively. A t t h e geocentric level each of these systems generates by means of the BRS!GRS two geocentric RSs, dynamically or kinematically nonrotating ones with respect to the generating BRS. As a result, there will be six geocentric RSs, i.e. GRSV, and ITRS, respectively, the problem is to determine all relationships between these systems enabling one to obtain an unambiguous relativistic interpretation of Earth's rotation parameters as well as related astronomical concepts.
At the barycentric level all three RSs are mutually related by the constant rotation matrices x C = P C x x Q = P Q x : where E stands for the unit matrix and " is the mean obliquity. This constant rotation is conserved at the geocentric level in the relationships between V, C and Q GRSs of the same type (with respect to D or K versions). The matrix P C may be determined from the comparison of the VSOP87 planetary theories (Bretagnon and Francou, 1988 ) with observations of the major planets within BRSV (ICRS) background. Matrix P Q is to be determined at the geocentric level by comparison of the Earth's rotation theory like S M A R T97 (Bretagnon et al., 1998) with observations within GRS + (ITRS) background (see below). The relationship with GRS + involves the Earth's rotation matrixP (u)
( 2:3)
The Earth's rotation matrix may be expressed in terms of three Euler angles to be determined by some Earth rotation theory. F ollowing the traditional choice by Tisserand (1891) and Smart (1953) we will use herê Instead of rotation matrix F one may consider its equivalent v ector representa-
(2:9) so that the matrix product in (2.6) may be reduced to Fw= ;" ijk F j w k :
The components of F k C and _ F k C have been evaluated in Brumberg et al.(1992) . The relationships between barycentric and geocentric RSs are based on the BRS!GRS transformation (Brumberg, 1995 
where U E (x) stands for the Newtonian potential of all solar system bodies except the Earth, x i E , v i E and a i E being Earth's BRS position, velocity and acceleration, respectively. This transformation is written for V versions of RSs. For C or Q versions one should convert all V quantities to C or Q quantities, respectively.
Let t be the BRS moment of time corresponding to an event with the GRS coordinates (u w i = 0) (Klioner and Voinov, 1993 
K{D for Euler angles
The rst of relations (2.3) for the dynamical version q = 1 represents a relationship between GRS + (ITRS) and DGRSC. The Euler angles ', and together with their TCG derivatives result from the solution of the Earth's rotation equations written in the DGRSC. This solution may be thought o f a s c o n s i s t i n g o f two parts, a Newtonian one corresponding to the formal Newtonian equations of the Earth's rotation, and relativistic correction terms generated by the relativistic contributions to the right-hand sides of the Earth's rotation equations.
These dynamical corrections ', and as well as their TCG derivatives are neglected here due to their small size in the DGRSC (Brumberg, 1997b , Klioner, 1997 , and references therein). For the Newtonian solution of the Earth's rotation problem we c hoose here the SMART97 theory (Bretagnon et al., 1998) . On the other hand astronomical observations of the Earth's rotation may b e i n terpreted as performed in KGRSC resulting in the angles ' K , K and K and their TCG derivatives. They di er from their dynamical counterparts due to the geodesic rotation vector F K . Using (2.4) and (2.7) it follows that ' ; ' K = ; c ;2 sin F 1 C sin + F 2 C cos (3:1)
; K = c ;2 F 1 C cos ; F 2 C sin (3:2) and ; K = c ;2 F 3 C ; cos sin F 1 C sin + F 2 C cos :
In this way the matrixP(u) is known (for both D and K versions) from the Earth rotation theory. H a ving found the constant matrix P C from the planetary motions one may determined the relationship between GRS and GRSV from the second of relations (2.3). The main plane of GRS + is the equator of date.
Having determined the mutual orientation of GRS + and GRSV one may nd the constant matrix P Q de ning the main plane of GRSQ as a xed plane for some de nite epoch. The inverse transformation GRSQ!BRSQ enables one to x the BRSQ.
Expressions (3.1){(3.3) were evaluated rst in (Bretagnon et al., 1997 ) using the series of SMART97. The three main RSs considered in (Bretagnon et al., 1997) are
being the longitude of the axis associated with the principal moment of inertia of the Earth. This means that the system O~ ~ ~ is a terrestrial system with principal axes of inertia. Therefore, Bretagnon et al.(1997) angles ! and are, respectively, ; and ; and Brumberg (1997a) whereas angle ' has the same meaning in these papers. The expression for ' K ; ' given in Bretagnon et al.(1997) should be taken with the opposite sign. (4:3) using (3.1){(3.3) and SMART97 theory (Bretagnon et al., 1998) 
K{D for Euler angles derivatives

Conclusion
Using VSOP87 planetary theories and SMART97 Earth rotation theory we h a ve computed the relativistic kinematical di erences in the Euler angles and their TCG derivatives relating the ITRS and the geocentric ecliptical reference system GRSC in dynamical and kinematical versions. For future observations at the microarcsecond level it enables one to consider more rigorously the Earth's rotation parameters in di erent reference systems. For the present analysis it was su cient for us at the barycentric level to relate the ICRS with equatorial and ecliptical reference systems just by means of simple matrices (2.2). The initial terms of the series determined here are given in the Appendix. The complete series are available by request to the second author. In view of the present analysis it is interesting to consider the possibility of checking geodesic precession directly by comparing ERP referred to DGRSC and KGRSC. Geodesic precession has been tested only implicitly by analyzing the lunar perigee motion with the aid of LLR and VLBI observations (Bertotti et al., 1987) . These values are slightly di erent from those given in (Bretagnon et al., 1 9 9 8 ) .
The following three series representing the di erences ' ; ' K , ; K , ; K are reproduced here with some more terms as compared with (Bretagnon et 
